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Designed for exceptional sound quality to being out the best of beautiful images. 

Compatible with MusicCast, it offers a new music style. 

The YSP-2700 will bring satisfying sound with superior presence into your living room.

Premium Quality Soundbar

Product Concept

Digital Sound Projector 

YSP-2700



CONFIDENTIALDesign concept

The center unit is made from aluminium with outstanding rigidity. 

The top cover is a thick aluminium panel with a hairline finish, giving it an elegant appearance. 

The subwoofer has a simple design that blends nicely with any interior.

The Beauty and Elegance of
High Quality Materials



CONFIDENTIALDesign concept

With a height of only 52mm, the slim-design center unit 

can be placed in front of a TV without blocking the picture. 

The high-class minimalist design and aluminium chassis 

will definitely add a sophisticated appearance to your interior decor.

Sleek, Sophisticated Appearance

Wall 

mounting

Shelf 

placement
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Enjoy All Your Music Sources

Internet 

Radio
PC / NAS

CD Player / 

BD Player
TV Set-top Box

Streaming 

Services

*Streaming service availability depends on regions. 

MusicCast lets you network audio equipment with a wide variety of functions and features. 

Share music from any source, not only from network music

but also from equipment connected to external inputs including HDMI® and analogue, 

and enjoy the increased pleasure and satisfaction you get from upgrading your audio equipment. 



CONFIDENTIALWide Variety of Enjoyment

Video Hosting 

Service

Any Streaming 

Services/

Music App/

Radio App/

You can hear all the music sources from your smartphone via wireless Bluetooth® or AirPlay® connection.

You can play music from music apps, radio apps, or YouTube™-type video hosting services.

Stream via Bluetooth® or AirPlay®

* To distribute sound to other rooms, please use a Bluetooth® connection.
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The front unit of the YSP-2700 is equipped with 16 2.8cm high sound quality array speakers which create beams of sound. 

It optimizes the layout of its array speakers, boosting the reflection properties of the beams to maximize sound quality. 

Overwhelming Realism with 16 speakers 

High Sound Quality
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YSP-2700 creates beams of sound by combining the sound projector’s many speaker groups via digital signal 
processing and reflects them off the walls of the room, actually reproducing a realistic 7.1channel surround effect with 

the sound coming from the left and right and even from the rear. The listening area is expanded so you enjoy an 

extremely powerful, natural sense of presence unobtainable with virtual surround methods.

Amazing Real 7.1ch Surround Sound 

High Sound Quality
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Yamaha’s IntelliBeam™ system uses a high sensitivity microphone and

sophisticated EQ processing to precisely measure the room acoustics and automatically adjust

various speaker parameters, providing the best balanced sound quality.

This sound engineering enables the expression of the intended sound design in your home.

Professional-Grade Acoustic Calibration

High Sound Quality



CONFIDENTIALHigh Sound Quality

Yamaha’s IntelliBeam™ room acoustics calibration system automatically set the perfect listening environment. 

All the user has to do is push a few buttons while following the on-screen instructions. The system measures the room's acoustic

properties such as size, shape and wall material, then adjusts the beam angles, focal lengths, volume and other audio parameters. 

The result is precise sound optimization matched to the listening position, for any size and shape room. 

IntelliBeam™ Automatically Sets 
the Optimum Sound Field

Automatic speaker setup

For optimum sound in

Just a few minutes.
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Rich and 
Crisp Bass

Yamaha designed the woofer to 

delivering deep, powerful bass from 

movies, but also put a lot of emphasis 

on its music reproduction ability. The 

low frequency sounds of bass and 

drums are the foundation of music’s 
rhythm and groove. The YSP and YAS 

models use a front-firing design that 

provides high speed, superior bass 

response, ensuring that they can 

accurately reproduce musical rhythm 

and groove.



CONFIDENTIALEasy to Use

The subwoofer eliminates the need to connect cables, so setup and placement are faster and easier.

This is a convenient subwoofer that delivers powerful, high quality bass sound.

Wireless Subwoofer
for Flexible Placement 

For highest
sound quality, 

a wired 
connection can 

be used.

Centre unit

Subwoofer
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Yamaha’s ultra-sophisticated CINEMA DSP technology creates thrillingly realistic

soundscapes in any room. You can select 10 different programmes, including three Movie,

three Music and four Entertainment programmes.

10 CINEMA DSP Programmes

Adventure Spectacle Music Video Concert Jazz Club Sports Talk Show Drama Game

Movie Music Entertainment
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The YSP-2700 decodes HD Audio signals to ensure 

that you hear the best possible sound from Blu-ray 

Disc players, as well as from other digital sources. 

HD Audio Decoding

The Compressed Music Enhancer restores frequency 

response lost during digital compression,

so your music sounds the way it should.

It is optimised for any compressed content,

for vivid, lively sound quality during wireless playback. 

The function can be switched on and off via the remote 

control, according to the input source.
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4K/60p

The YSP-2700 has three HDMI® input terminals and one HDMI output terminal, 

and supports 4K/60p video signal pass-through. 

It’s also compatible with HDCP2.2 digital copy protection. 
This gives it extensive expandability, so you’ll be able to use it far into the future.

HDMI® Terminals with 4K Ultra HD Support

Future Expandability
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*Streaming service availability depends on regions. 

Features and Specifications

Digital Sound Projector 

YSP-2700 Advanced features

• Digital sound projector technology reproduces overwhelmingly 

real surround sound

• MusicCast for audio enjoyment in every room

• Bluetooth® for wireless music streaming 

• AirPlay® allows music streaming from Mac, PC, 

iPod®, iPhone®, iPad®

• Bluetooth® output  

• HDMI (3 in / 1 out) input with 4K60p Pass through and HDCP2.2

High Sound Quality

• 7.1ch surround sound with sixteen array speakers 
• HD Audio Format Decoding (Dolby Digital True HD, DTS-HD®)
• CINEMA DSP (10 Programmes)
• IntelliBeam™ automatically sets the optimum sound field for 
each room

• Wireless cubic subwoofer for rich and crisp bass
• Compressed Music Enhancer 
• Clear Voice makes dialogue and narrations easy to listen to

Ease of use

• Control app for easy operations

(MusicCast CONTROLLER)

• Easy-to-see On Screen Menu viewable in ten languages


